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category respondent comment response/plan for action

food student - undergrad Have longer hours for Java city during finals week. All students are 

up later and want a place to go get coffee but it closes early relative to 

how long people are studying.

food student - undergrad Java city should be open every day of the week

hours student - grad Open the library earlier on the weekends, especially finals week. It 

really bothers me every weekend, when I'm trying to study quietly and 

it's too loud on second floor.

hours student - undergrad Floors 3-5 of the library shouldn't close as early as they do on 

weekend nights.

hours student - undergrad Later hours for 3r, 4th and 5th floor of the library. It closes too early, 

and the first and second floors are extremely loud at night, which 

makes it difficult to study.

hours student - undergrad 3rd floor of the library should be open 24 hours

hours student - undergrad Keep 4th floor open later than 11pm. My evening study time starts 

when my classes end (8pm). Attempting to work on 1st or 2nd at 

night is pointless because of noise levels.

hours student - undergrad The library's hours on the weekend are not good. The library opens 

way too late and often times I could greatly benefit from the upper 

floors of the library opening earlier. Also, I would like if there was 

more natural light coming into the library, it often feels very dark and 

somber, unlike the 5th floor. I truly hope you will consider adjusting 

the library hours. Thanks!

hours student - undergrad All levels of the library need to be open later. The library is very ugly 

and needs to be updated. There needs to be more quiet rooms to go to. 

There needs to be more space for students.

instruction fac The web-based course research guides are a tremendous resource; 

more should develop these

If there is a particular topic for which you 

would like to see a research guide, please 

let Research Services know!

We have shared your comments with Java 

City management.

Although we can't provide longer hours 

of staffing in the library, it strikes us that 

the key issue here is the need for more 

quiet space 24/7. We do have two quiet 

study rooms on the second floor, but they 

have not been well publicized. In 

Summer 2018 we worked to improve the 

lighting and furnishings in these rooms, 

and will better publicize them in Fall 

2018. 
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instruction student - grad All first year students should have mandatory library education 

classes. This would be a nice seminar. I teach so many first year 

students how to use the portals, how to research, how to navigate the 

library's website and portal, etc. There has to be a way to disseminate 

that information in a consistent way

instruction student - undergrad In many courses, research is required. Yet, many students do not 

know the valuable resources this University has to offer. My 

suggestion would be to figure out a way to integrate using the library 

resources into the classrooms, so students are aware of what their 

resources are and HOW to use them. Similar to a writing professor 

making it mandatory for at least one paper be proofread and checked 

in the CTLE. Because of this, students are aware of the services 

offered in the CTLE, which can ultimately enhance their education 

throughout time her at the U.

resources fac I would love it if the University could provide us access to Web of 

Science.

While Web of Science would be a great 

resource to have, it has an exceptionally 

high annual cost, and does not provide 

access to any of the content referenced. 

Multiple departments would need to 

support this purchase. Should any of our 

consortia be able to negotiate better 

pricing, or should similar products come 

to market, we would alert the Library 

Advisory Committee and investigate. For 

example, we recently arranged a trial to 

SCOPUS, but there was not enough 

budgetary support  from interested 

departments for purchase. 

While librarians would be interested in 

providing mandatory instruction (and 

have done so in the past), research shows 

that library skills are most successfully 

taught when offered as part of a specific 

assignment. Librarians regularly partner 

with faculty to provide instruction for 

their classes, so if you as a student see 

need in a particular class please let the 

professor know, and we would be happy 

to work with that class. We also 

encourage students to contact us directly 

at any point in their research, either in 

person, by phone, by text, by email or by 

chat at "ask a librarian".
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resources fac Personally I feel that more electronic books in our Library would be 

very helpful, enabling me to work from home more frequently. I can 

think of no greater time-saver. I would also support more online 

videos at the Media Resources Center. While the entire Library 
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services student - undergrad As I was going through this survey, many of the services that were 

asked about were things that I did not even know existed prior. I'm 

not sure if that's a me problem or if that's a problem with your 

publicity.

services student - grad I am most impressed with the library services. I came to UOS without 

e library skills and am leaving with advanced knowledge. This is due 

to your services and patience with me. Thank you for all you do.

We are glad we were able to help. Good 

luck in your future endeavors.

space student - grad I feel it's extremely difficult to study in the group rooms due to the 

increasing noise level in the evening at the library. Some nights it's so 

loud and I wonder why me and my classmates even bothered coming. 

Also, the chairs are very uncomfortable in the study rooms.

We will be better publicizing our 24/7 

quiet study rooms in Fall 2018, and are 

working on getting some more 

comfortable chairs too!

space student - grad Increase the amount of study rooms and increase the quiet space

space student - undergrad More group study spaces

space student - undergrad The upper floors shouldn't close as early because at night first and 

second floor aren't always quiet. The private rooms aren't really 

private because you can hear people within the rooms easily.

space student - undergrad I know many people (including myself) who would like more 

whiteboards in the library (instead of chalk) and to switch out the 

navy blue boards with white boards instead so you can see the marker 

when you write on them.

Thanks for the suggestion. We moved to 

white dry erase paint in some of the 

Reilly group study rooms in Summer 

2018, and plan to complete the 

conversion over Christmas Break.

We try hard to let everyone know all the 

great things we have to offer, but 

definitely have a problem reaching 

everyone. We know word of mouth works 

well, and are pleased to see that a large 

percent of students say they would 

recommend our services to another 

student. Please help us to spread the 

word!    

As you can imagine, increasing the 

amount of study rooms would be difficult 

without completely remodeling the 

building. It is on our wish list, but just 

isn't possible right now. We did add two 

modular rooms on the second floor, but 

they weren't well received because they 

are not sound proof, so we did not 

purchase more.
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space student - undergrad Update the library interior to be modern and up to date like the first 

floor

space student - undergrad I think the library appearance needs to be redone. Its too much of dull 

colors and lack of windows. It's not my prime place to study because 

of that.

space student - undergrad I like to do a lot of my studying in the library and have noticed that 

this semester that a lot of the outlets do not work and its very hard for 

me to do my work because I need an outlet to charge my computer so 

it does not die. I also wish that there were more study rooms because 

a lot of students use them so it's very difficult to get one without 

reserving it a couple of days before.
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staff fac IT and Library do a great job.

staff fac I very much appreciate the staff of the library, as well as the library's 

collection of materials. The Library staff go above and beyond what is 

expected to help. They are awesome!! The library's collection is 

excellent. I am always able to get the research I need, either 

immediately or through interlibrary loan.

staff fac The Library has always provided excellent support. The most limiting 

factor to using library is my lack of technology skills. Novice!

staff fac I use the librarian a great deal and am grateful for professional 

assistance. The staff are unfailingly courteous and knowledgeable.

staff fac Library personnel are simply outstanding people. Information 

technology is increasingly efficient and responsive.

staff fac No, other than to keep doing what you're doing. The library is perhaps 

the most important asset we have on campus. I find it irreplaceable for 

my research and my teaching. The librarians are professional, 

knowledgeable, and great colleagues.

staff fac I love our Librarians and Tech support is always helpful too.

staff fac Thus far my experience at the University of Scranton has been life 

changing. There are a number of people who I have encountered who 

are highly engaged with their career choices and this makes me want 

to exceed expectations.

staff student - undergrad The library staff has always been very helpful to8.54l apectations.


